"Nobodies": the first letter to our church describing life on the road


It was dark when we approached the church, hoping to find shelter there for the night. Rain was coming. We surveyed the church grounds, not finding much, but it was rather late to be looking elsewhere. Then we saw a light in an upstairs window of one of the buildings. We thought we should at least ask permission before laying down, so we rang the bell and waited, a bit nervously. After a few moments we heard movement inside. Then the blinds on the window of the door parted and two eyes peered at us. 

"Whaddya want?" 

Heather and I looked at each other, then back at the eyes, and didn't know what to do. Did he really expect us to explain our situation shouting through a closed door? Then his fingers appeared, shooing us away. Heather thought she heard him say "We don't have any" as he turned away. 

We found another church in time to hide from the fierce storm that blew in that night. But the next morning I thought again about those fingers, shooing us into the dark. That's the experience of nobodies. I remembered reading John Dominic Crossan's commentary on the Beatitudes in a library a few days earlier, and his description of Jesus' followers as "a kingdom of nobodies." Outsiders. Those who are considered of little or no value to society, and so are pushed to the margins. Or simply ignored. Yet among these Jesus found the ones he called "blessed." 

Earlier in our walk, it had been much easier. We were well received and well provided for. I'd noticed a difference from walks in previous years; people seemed more open and welcoming now with Heather along. But that seemed to end with those eyes behind the door that didn't open. 

For the next week and a half we weren't invited in. We slept outside night after night. Spent one night in a run-down, overpriced motel room, mostly to get ourselves clean. And there weren't any good conversations with people, either. Those we did meet at churches seemed to see us simply as a homeless couple―a problem. When that happens a lot, it's hard not to think of yourself that way. As a nobody. When everyone seems to be looking at you that way, it's hard not to see yourself as you appear in their eyes. 

We both struggled with frustration, and argued more than usual. But it was during this time that I remembered the words of Jesus that had been so important to me in years past: "He who finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his life for my sake will find it." (Mt 10.39) 

I had thought of "losing my life" mostly in the sense of letting go of possessions and advantages and ambitions. But now I began to think that a lot of a "life" is its place in society, a good reputation, the acceptance and cooperation of the people around us who have what we need. Being a somebody among those who are somebodies in our social circle. To lose this means not only losing people's help and material support, but also being rejected, ignored, unneeded, losing value in the eyes of the people that seem to make up our whole world. It seems to make us valueless as persons. Nobodies. 

Yet Jesus apparently was drawn to society's nobodies, and followed a path that led to becoming a nobody himself, rejected, scorned, mocked. Why? 

Struggling with this during those hard days of our walk, I began to wonder if the experience of such rejection is an important part of "finding" our life. Finding our true source of value and purpose and security. Not in popular opinion, or our place in the social order, or our image in the eyes of the many, but in how we appear in God's eyes. We have to choose where we will find ourselves, and the trial of social rejection becomes the place where that choice is forced upon us. 

Such rejection by others would seem to turn us against the people around us. In many cases, it may. But it didn't in Jesus' life, and so it doesn't have to in ours. I suspect that finding our life in God makes us more and more free to love other people. Because to feel that our livelihood and self-worth depends on popular opinion is to feel the constant fear of disfavor or rejection. And it may even (perhaps unconsciously) cause feelings of resentment towards those around us, because we weren't made to bow before other human beings for acceptance and approval and support, we were made to bow only before God. So when we are set free of this―usually through the experience of becoming a nobody, losing our place in society so we can find our life in God―we are made more able to relate to people as they are. Simply as human beings like ourselves, loved by God. 

The Sunday morning after I had these thoughts, we visited a Quaker meeting. Our funds and supplies were very low, we were emotionally tired, and our expectations were not high (so as not to be bitterly frustrated once again). But there was some hope. We believed that "your Father knows your needs." 

So we went in and immediately met Mary, who had mistakenly come early for the meeting. We talked for almost an hour. Then others showed up and Mary surprised us by suggesting to them that we give a short talk before the usual time of silent prayer. They agreed. So Heather and I spoke to the small group about our journey and answered questions, and when someone asked us to close with a prayer, I offered Charles DeFoucauld's words, "Father, I abandon myself into your hands..." Then we all continued in silence together. 

After the meeting we were surprised to be surrounded in such a warm embrace. Several people offered encouragement and gifts. Mary took us home with her for a dinner of fresh rainbow trout (and a shower!). And that evening another family invited us for a candlelight supper, a feast of rotisserie rosemary chicken, fresh sweet corn, wine, and raspberry ice cream from a local dairy. Lots of good conversation there as well. Your Father knows your needs―and the life he gives us is a very generous one. 

I think these experiences will also be valuable in our future retreat work with the poor. We have been given a greater respect for the outsiders, nobodies in society. As Jesus preached―and experienced himself―those who are rejected as valueless by society stand more ready to find their value in God. So he directed his teaching at them. "Blessed are you poor... Blessed are you when men exclude you and revile you... Woe to you when all men speak well of you..." Social rejection is not a hindrance in the spiritual life, but the opportunity for deep growth. 

The ministers at the street churches we visited in Boston and Washington, DC, recognized this as well. We were impressed by their great respect for the people who gathered in a park or on a street corner around the Eucharist, though they were nobodies in the eyes of most who passed them on the street every day. And the intent was not to change these nobodies into respectable citizens, upstanding members of society. The intent was to be there and listen, and help these people see themselves as God saw them. To help them more and more trust the Father that knows their needs and offers them ever more abundant life―in Jesus' kingdom of nobodies. 



